
GREEN IS THE 
NEW COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGE

LARGE COMMERCIAL EDITION 

INTRODUCTION
Did you know that in a recent study of over 700 businesses, 61% stated that 
their customers are demanding that a certain percentage of their energy come 
from renewable resources? Additionally, 80% of businesses stated that reducing 
energy costs is essential from an image perspective.1 Many of the largest and most 
recognizable brands in the world have stated sustainability goals, with 71 of the 
Fortune 100 having sustainability targets.2 Beyond just the Fortune 100, a total of 
129 companies around the world like IKEA and Wells Fargo have signed onto RE100 
and set a goal to be powered by 100% renewable energy.3 A sustainable energy 
management and procurement strategy is more than an operating expense; it’s an 
opportunity to stay competitive by making the energy choices consumers demand. 

GROW YOUR BUSINESS WITH THESE 
SIMPLE CARBON REDUCTION TIPS

A SUSTAINABLE 
ENERGY MANAGEMENT 
AND PROCUREMENT 
STRATEGY IS MORE 
THAN AN OPERATING 
EXPENSE; IT’S AN 
OPPORTUNITY TO STAY 
COMPETITIVE.
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Customers aren’t just demanding responsible energy practices from companies, they’re also willing to pay for 
them. According to a 2015 Nielsen Global Corporate Sustainability Report, 66% of consumers will pay more for 
a product if it comes from a sustainable brand.4 In order to attract customers, businesses need to offer what 
consumers want – and today that goes beyond the product being purchased. Your customers want to know 
the products and services they are purchasing have a positive impact on the planet. Demonstrating that you 
value the environment just as much as they do is a great way to gain a competitive advantage in the market.

                    
      Energy Efficiency:                                        

Reduce energy consumption & increase performance 

of U.S. businesses report 
that customers demand
they use renewable 
energy.2

61%

THE WGL ENERGY PATH  TO SUSTAINABILITY
As you’re looking to meet your sustainability goals, WGL Energy has a suite of products and tools to
help your company procure energy from renewable sources, reduce your carbon footprint and save money.

         Renewable Energy Credits (RECs): 

Purchase RECs sourced from wind farms and 
matched to your electricity supply

         Carbon Offsets: 

Counterbalance the environmental impact of your 
natural gas usage and other business activities

IMMEDIATE SOLUTIONS
Kick-start your sustainability efforts with WGL Energy’s immediate, affordable solutions to bring 
your energy carbon footprint down to zero.

MID-TERM SOLUTIONS
Next, focus on bringing your overall energy usage down. Our energy efficiency 
offerings can be quickly incorporated into your energy plan while offering long-term 
savings and permanent reductions to your carbon footprint.

         Solar: 

Receive environmentally-
responsible electricity from 
custom on- or off-site solutions

       Combined Heat and Power (CHP): 

Produce electricity & thermal energy 
with higher efficiency and lower 
emissions than grid power

         Fuel Cells: 

Generate clean energy on-site 
through a highly efficient 
electro-chemical process

LONGER-TERM SOLUTIONS
Round out your plan with sustainability solutions that permanently reduce emissions and 
stabilize long-term costs for your remaining energy usage by protecting against price volatility. 

1. 2016 Corporate Advanced Energy Commitments. Advanced Energy Economy.

2. https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/energy-resources/us-deloitte-resources-2017-study-energy-management.pdf

3. http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/reports/2015/the-sustainability-imperative.html?afflt=ntrt15340001&afflt_uid=CJLJf-vvUaA.kdIysh6J9LCsUlisH7M9FrXmgvWQwMk2&afflt_uid_2=AFFLT_ID_2
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In addition to reducing your carbon footprint, you 

will also help to improve air and water quality in 

the Chesapeake Bay region when you choose our 

carbon offsets matched to natural gas.

A portion of all carbon offset purchases support our 

Carbon Reduction Fund (CRF), which is managed 

by the Chesapeake Bay Foundation. To date, 

almost $1.5 million has been contributed to the 

CRF supporting numerous projects, including the 

reduction of fertilizer use through improved farming 

techniques, community restoration projects and the 

planting of over 25,000 trees in our region.

As a business, energy use is typically one of the largest impacts you have on the environment. Large 
companies such as Amazon and Google have extensive resources and plans dedicated to making their 
businesses more sustainable, but for companies with fewer resources, meeting sustainability goals can be 
intimidating. The good news is that there are some easy, affordable actions you can take today that will 
quickly show customers your environmental commitment. And as you move forward on your path toward 
meeting your sustainability goals, WGL Energy Services, Inc. (WGL Energy) has the products, tools and 
expertise to help you along the way.  

KICK-START YOUR SUSTAINABILITY EFFORTS WITH RECS AND CARBON OFFSETS
One of the fastest and easiest ways to show customers your commitment to the environment is by powering 
your business with renewable energy. By choosing clean energy you will reduce the environmental impact 
of your electricity use, help create green jobs, reduce carbon dioxide emissions and air pollution, as well as 
demonstrate your environmental commitment to your customers.

WGL Energy offers a variety of renewable energy options for businesses of any size through renewable 
energy credits (RECs) sourced from either national or local wind farms. WGL Energy can facilitate block 
purchases of wind power or match wind power to a percentage of your existing electricity supply. There is 
no new equipment needed, so you can start achieving your sustainability goals today.  All of our wind power 
products are Green-e® Energy certified by the Center for Resource Solutions, the number one third-party 
verifier of green power in the United States.

Another simple step you can take towards sustainability is to counterbalance the environmental impact of 
your business’ natural gas use with carbon offsets. You can also offset other activities such as business travel, 
conferences and events. A carbon offset represents a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions made in one 
place to compensate for emissions created in another place. Our carbon offsets come from local emission-
reduction projects, such as landfill gas capture and destruction, and are Green-e® Climate certified. 
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With renewable energy for your electricity and carbon offsets matched to your natural gas usage, you’ll bring 
the energy carbon footprint for your business down to zero. It’s an easy approach to make immediate strides 
toward your sustainability goals while you consider the longer-term solutions outlined below, like energy 
efficiency upgrades and solar installations. 

MANAGE YOUR ENERGY EFFICIENTLY TO SAVE MONEY AND REDUCE ENERGY USAGE
An important part of every business’ success, whether you are a dry cleaner, a restaurant, hotel, or 
manufacturing facility, is keeping costs down without impacting your core mission.  Per the EPA, 30% of 
building energy use is used inefficiently or unnecessarily.5 Understanding how you use energy, and more 
importantly, how you might be using energy unnecessarily, is a great way to reduce costs.  

As a customer of WGL Energy, you’ll gain free access to our Energy Management Platform (EMP) to monitor 
your energy use and learn where you may be able to reduce energy consumption. For example, maybe some 
of your equipment has been staying on all night unnecessarily. The EMP has tools to point out inefficient 
energy use, allowing you to optimize your energy consumption and start saving. With the EMP you can also 
track your energy use over time to see if your costs have been trending up or down.

Beyond just showing how you currently use energy, the EMP also gives recommendations tailored to your 
business for energy-efficient equipment upgrades. The EMP analyzes data such as your energy use, business 
type and square footage to determine what equipment you can install to maximize energy savings. Some 
energy-efficiency measures are relatively inexpensive and can have an immediate impact – such as replacing 
light bulbs.

WGL Energy also offers our large commercial customers the ability to implement energy-efficient equipment 
upgrades with no upfront capital required. Our experts complete an energy audit at your facility to identify 
efficiency upgrade opportunities. We then customize a payment plan that works within your energy budget. 
Your energy savings will offset both the equipment and installation costs, so there is no negative impact to 
your bottom line. The energy savings from the new equipment free up capital to reinvest in your business and 
help achieve your organization’s greenhouse gas reduction goals.

Energy-efficiency improvements are also a significant factor in your long-term energy and sustainability plan. 
Reducing your energy consumption prior to planning for the installation of sustainable energy solutions such 
as solar, combined heat and power (CHP) or fuel cells enables your organization to save money by maximizing 
your investment.

REDUCE EMISSIONS AND RECEIVE PRICE PROTECTION THROUGH LONG-TERM 
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SOLUTIONS
Solar, CHP and fuel cells permanently reduce your organization’s emissions and stabilize long-term costs for 
your remaining energy usage by protecting against price volatility.

According to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), nearly two-thirds of the energy used by 
conventional electricity generation is wasted in the form of heat discharged to the atmosphere.6 CHP, or 
cogeneration, systems generate electricity and simultaneously capture the waste heat and use it for on-site 
heating or cooling. CHP systems enable your business to realize higher efficiencies and lower emissions   
from conventional grid power. 
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Fuel-cell technology generates electricity through a highly efficient electro-chemical process and provides 
on-site power for government, commercial and industrial customers who want affordable and reliable clean 
energy. Conventional combustion power plants generate electricity at efficiencies of 33% to 35%. Fuel cells 
directly convert the chemical energy in hydrogen to electricity at efficiencies of up to 60%, and the waste heat 
generated can also be utilized with cogeneration to further increase efficiency.7

For organizations interested in adding new renewable generation capacity to the grid and stabilizing energy 
budgets, there are a myriad of on- and off-site procurement options. Businesses that have viable roof space or 
available land at their location can install solar panels directly onsite and begin using power behind the meter. 
The Green Power Partnership’s list of the top 30 on-site generators create more than 1.4 billion kilowatt hours 
of electricity annually.8 These types of systems give businesses the ability to produce the energy they are 
using onsite and lock in long-term price stability. In some cases, it is even possible to sell some of that power 
back to the grid and make money.

For companies that lack space at their facilities for solar panels, there are off-site solar options available. WGL 
Energy offers the Solar Electricity Supply Agreement (SESA), which includes a 20-year Solar Power Purchase 
Agreement for 100% of the electricity output from a new solar development for a fixed price, protecting 
your business from fluctuating energy prices. The balance of your electricity supply will come from a one-, 
two- or three-year WGL Energy electricity supply agreement, with flexible options thereafter. You can feel 
good knowing that your commitment to purchasing renewable energy helped finance the construction of 
a new solar installation. As a co-branded stakeholder of the solar facility, your direct involvement in the 
growth of renewable energy will be highly visible and demonstrable – without taking on the maintenance or 
upfront financing of an on-site operation. WGL Energy has also partnered with the Bonneville Environmental 
Foundation to create our Brighter Future Solar Blocks product in which you receive the energy output from a 
500 kW block of a new, off-site solar array in the region. A portion of the proceeds will benefit over 50,000 
K-12 students in regional under-resourced communities via CE, a national clean energy, career connected 
education program of Bonneville Environmental Foundation. Augmenting STEM (science, technology, 
engineering and math) and Career and Technical Education programs, CE delivers customized teacher 
trainings and leadership institutes, provides innovative science kits, builds practical skills in students and 
brings renewable energy topics to life in the classroom.

INCREASE VISIBILITY FOR YOUR BUSINESS AND ATTRACT CUSTOMERS
Using renewable energy and increasing your sustainability can benefit your business beyond reducing your 
environmental impact. It can also open your business up to new segments of customers and marketing 
channels. There are many community events and groups focused on renewable energy and other eco-
friendly products that you can market your business through. One example is the Environmental Protection 
Agency’s Green Power Partnership (GPP) – a program designed to recognize and highlight companies and 
organizations that use renewable energy. Members of the GPP are posted on the website and given access to 
a variety of marketing tools and support. The GPP currently has over 1,500 partner organizations.9

WGL Energy will help you leverage your green power purchases for new marketing opportunities. We will 
assist you in your application to the GPP or any other associations you may be interested in joining. We 
will send you window clings and other materials to help you market your sustainable energy use to your 
customers. We can also assist you with exploring other partnership opportunities.
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WE MAKE ENERGY EASY!
Making the switch to sustainable energy is easy. Signing up with WGL Energy, whether for wind power or 
natural gas with carbon offsets, requires no special equipment that needs to be installed for your business.  
Our energy experts will guide you along the path to sustainability, helping to develop a customized energy 
plan that meets your sustainability goals today and in the future.

Every business that signs up with WGL Energy is automatically given access to the EMP, allowing you to start 
managing your energy use immediately. When you switch to WGL Energy, you won’t have to worry about any 
added complexity or confusion when it comes to paying your bill – everything is still handled through your 
utility – meaning no worries or changes for you. Whether you are represented by a broker or deal with us 
directly, WGL Energy stands ready to help you develop a plan to meet the sustainability expectations of your 
customers, so you can focus on your core business and continue to grow your bottom line.
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